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Overview

� Calling Sequences

� Parameter Passing

� Exception Handling

� Coroutines

� Events
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Events

� Event: Something a program needs to
react to at an unpredictable time

� GUI events, e.g., mouse clicks

� Asynchronous I/O

� Event handler: Routine called when a
specific kind of event happens

� Sequential handlers

� Thread-based handlers
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Sequential Handlers

� Handle event in main thread of
execution

� E.g., OS-level interrupt handlers

� Register handler for specific interrupt condition

� Triggered at hardware level

� OS transfers control to handler and restores

state afterwards
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Example: UNIX Signaling

� List of signals defined by the OS
� Use to

� Abort a process, e.g., SIGKILL

� Communicate with a process, e.g., SIGUSR1

� Program can register a handler to
overwrite default behavior

� Signals are delivered asynchronously
� Current state of program is paused

immediately, whereever it is
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Thread-Based Handlers

� Specific (background) thread handles
events

� Often, exactly one thread, to avoid
need to synchronize

� E.g., GUI thread that reacts to user
input and updates UI
� Android: UI thread is the “main thread”

� Only use for short-running operations

(otherwise, app becomes unresponsive)
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Quiz: Control Abstractions

Which of the following statements is
true?

� Coroutines allow for preemptive multi-tasking.

� A calling sequence is the list of subroutines called

during an execution.

� Finally-clauses are executed independently of

whether an exception is thrown.

� Signals may interrupt the normal execution.

Please vote in Ilias.
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